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Featuring everything from simple sans serif to ornate letters, these 30 stencils will become every

crafter's go-to resource. Use them to customize soft furnishings like cushions, curtains, and

lampshades; to monograph luggage; in scrapbooks; or on quilts, clothes, cards, and even cakes.

Each stencil is printed on tear-out, perforated card stock, and the sets include upper- and

lower-case fonts plus accent marks.Ã‚Â 
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This is a nice book to have if you are doing small lettering.I will definitely use it but I wish they

showed the fonts you are getting in the description. Most of the letters are fairly small, less than 2".

One lower case font does have larger letters.The different fonts are each on their own page. Each

page is a 12x12 cardboard sheet. It's a little difficult to get properly spaced lettering since you can't

see you previous work through the cardboard.It's a pretty good collection but I wish each letter was

perforated to make my work look more uniform.

and the dividers cardboard and not the other way around. I'm thinking of returning it for just this

reason. Limited use from cardboard even if I were to seal them with something. As one reviewer

remarked, it is difficult to get the letters aligned. An "almost" book... could have been great.

Using this in my classroom!

love this!



Nice assortment and handy to have altogether.

nice! cardboard sheets. actual stencils.

Stencils are about as thick as a heavy weight card stock. Many are very tricky tearing out due to the

cuts of the image being so close to the tear line. This is exactly what I was looking for and I am

happy with it. I plan on cutting all the sheets in half and keeping them in a fold with my other

stencils. However you could put the stencil back in the book and hold it in place with paper clips bc

each stencil sheet is separated by a solid page.
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